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Felt lied to, why were the options we from the PAC in a long submission not considered e.g. 
open catchment again. Marc Walsh had spent 2 minutes talking about Cloverdale at the 
original discussions and then today no other options 
Something about a death nail to ask parents to come here, is insulting 
Won’t be a traditional school 

• Other schools that were less populated asked for larger boundaries to allow for less 
pinch in some places 

• One piece that was a guiding principle – neighbourhood community was key as a big 
picture concept 

• Switching a bunch of boundaries to make different solutions versus changing Cloverdale 
was going to be a challenge – there was an effort to do this but it couldn’t work – this is 
a clogged corridor – team couldn’t make it work 

• Other options mentioned was how to continue a traditional school elsewhere, didn’t 
work 

• Did try and look at larger areas to serve different programs, but with open boundaries, 
some are over subscribed and others are way less 

• Did look at it but wasn’t a viable way to work it work 
 
 

No question in the survey about how you would feel about losing traditional school, which is 
why people feel that District is saying program isn’t important and we are taking it way. We 
didn’t understand that closing the traditional school was an option. Daughter feels safe and 
she fits here. Elsewhere people ask what is wrong with her and here they don’t. 

 
• Accepts that it is a special school but it’s about the work the parents do, not being 

traditional. Kids will come here. If the community absolutely wants us to look at another 
building, we will do this… 

 
Survey wasn’t clear about the fact that Cloverdale was a school of choice 
 

• Angie Hentze (Trustee) 
• Had asked the staff how the survey dealt with School of Choice issue 
• The survey originally had a question about the issue was on the survey, but because 

there are so few families with the schools of choice, we were worried that people 
would say neighbourhood schools would win out due to the numbers. 

• This wouldn’t have been fair to the school of choice because it would set up for 
failure. Struck the questions to prevent this. 
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• Apologize and understand that it is personal to people here, but the population corridor 
we live in doesn’t accommodate an alternative. 

 
If everyone goes back to catchment in 2021, will this reverse the decision? But people won’t 
stay here if it’s a regular school. And if the sibling can’t come, you’ll have to go back to the 
catchment. Can we grandfather siblings in? We need to get something back.  

• We can consider this. 
 
Number impacted? Likely 50 families according to PAC? 
 
Grandfather some components like uniforms and traditional? 

• We are looking at dress code and seeing how it could work.  
 
Years ago we were told our dress code wouldn’t be changed, but clearly that didn’t happen. 
 
If you have to move back to catchment school and can’t get it, what happens? 

• If we reduce the boundary for Cloverdale, there would be room for current students. 
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• We offer suggestions of other sites that could become traditional (e.g. Lampson?) if the 
school community wants this. It would be smaller and we’d run the risk of increased 
population in Esquimalt, but that doesn’t seem likely. 

• Tolmie, where the District offices are now, could be an option. 
• If the community wanted a traditional school and Tolmie building was a component of 

that we could add to Cedar Hill as a new District office. But this would take time to put 
in place and we know this isn’t likely palatable. 

 
What about new kids – if this becomes a catchment school but they don’t have a spot for 
September, they would have to move to Quadra next year then back to Cloverdale year after 
when it becomes a catchment school. 

• Could stay at Quadra then would be a priority to return to Cloverdale. Likely happen, 
not 100%. Trying to minimize movement of kids.  

• If somehow the staff doesn’t allocate you this way, call us directly and we can try and 
work it out. 

 
Cloverdale often says we can take an extra K class to relieve pressure, but Board says no. We 
are confused? We have offered to help with size issues.  

• Issue is room in specific places. Trying to provide certainly long term versus changing 
things short term.  

 
Do French immersion parents out of catchment with same scenario? 

• Yes, if they are out of catchment and school is full they have to participate in the 
lottery? Siblings are not guaranteed being at the school. It is the same as what you are 
going through here.  

 
Who will rebrand the school? Not the PAC, which paid for everything like the sports jerseys 
etc. 

• Great idea to bring it forward.  
 
Long questions about francophone programs being treated better than Cloverdale. Did you 
look at changing French Immersion? 

• Yes, we looked at it extensively, but the decision was made to do what we did. 
 
Did you look at the numbers how many from different areas were in this school? We don’t 
have confidence that we know how many students we are actually helping?  

• We are looking at it holistically, not individual schools.  
 
Worried that we are getting rid of a great school but not sure what the broader benefit is. 
 
  






































